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Type Internal reference Description

Story MOMO-27912 Users can now scan and send documents from the
document feeder without user confirmation.

Story MOMO-26877 Users can now start additional scan workflows from
the printer home screen.

Story MOMO-26851 Users can now scan any page size documents on
devices without size sensor.

Story MOMO-26711 Users can now navigate through pages of current
scan in the device.

Story MOMO-26710 Users can now change scan settings.

Story MOMO-26709 Users can now rotate or delete pages at the device
before sending the document to its destination.

Story MOMO-26708 Users can now scan documents with document
preview before sending them to its destination.

Improvement MOMO-31877 In case of an IoT connection failure, switching to
emergency mode is now avoided if the print job
information and spool file are kept locally.

Improvement MOMO-29743 For the OAuth Identification Service, the cipher suite
was reordered and, for high-security deployments,
obsolete TLS versions were disabled.

Improvement MOMO-29425 Adjusted the behavior of the scan option Continue
automatically to only apply to scans from feeder
using MEAP MomClient/MomScanClient v5.13.1/
v4.16.2 or later.

Improvement MOMO-28901 Added logic to restrict Microsoft Universal Print jobs
to 100 MB.

Improvement MOMO-28599 Disabled Telnet logging by default for new MEAP
devices

Improvement MOMO-28216 Improved an error message displayed by the
uniFLOW SmartClient in case of job upload issues.

Improvement MOMO-28169 Added scan workflow templates allowing to send
scanned documents to multiple preset email
addresses.

Improvement MOMO-28087 Added advanced setting for new device UI to enable
or disable Telnet logging on the device.
The improvement requires the new MEAP Applet
version 5.3.1.

Improvement MOMO-27328 The saddle-stitch stapling option is now available on
the device as a finishing option for stapling.
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Improvement MOMO-26259 Add support for updating a user's department with
Provisioning in Azure AD.

Improvement MOMO-25881 Added Batch Scanning to Myself scan workflow
template.

Improvement MOMO-25440 New icon is shown to highlight ecological aspects.

Improvement MOMO-25433 Users are now informed in case uniFLOW Online is
unable to calculate the print job cost subtotal
because print cost cannot be calculated for at least
one print job in the list.

Improvement MOMO-22666 Added a configurable page count limit for printable
documents received via email.

Improvement MOMO-18820 Fixed OAuth consent flows for Office 365 as the email
provider.

Improvement MOMO-8658 Improved Email printing settings page.

Epic MOMO-28543 Introduces "Scan pages with preview" and "Navigate
through pages" for the new meap UI in add-on
devices.

Epic MOMO-23689 The administrator can now configure delegation for a
user so their print jobs are available immediately to
another user or group.

Epic MOMO-22813 Introduces "Scan pages with preview" and "Navigate
through pages and allow the user to edit/delete
them from the device" for the new meap UI.

Fixed issue (QA) MOMO-31425 Fixed an issue that incorrectly caused a scanning
error message to appear when the user aborted a
scanning operation.

Fixed issue (QA) MOMO-30245 Added code to observe Eco Stapling setting when
using the Canon GPLX Printer Driver.

Fixed issue (QA) MOMO-29479 The scan time is now displayed as local time instead
of UTC time in the Active Scan Jobs widget.

Fixed issue (QA) MOMO-24381 For Microsoft Office documents resulting from a
scan, uniFLOW Online now displays the correct page
count. For Excel worksheets, this corresponds to the
number of sheets in the document.

Fixed issue (QA) MOMO-7822 Removed secrets visible in the network traffic while
using the uniFLOW Online configuration pages.

Fixed issue MOMO-32371 Fixed a rare issue that caused specific CSV report
downloads to fail.

Fixed issue MOMO-32019 Fixed a bug due to which a uniFLOW SmartClient did
not check the availability of the management servers
as expected after a network disconnect.

Fixed issue MOMO-31998 Fixed an issue with displaying checkboxes for
overriding defaults in email print for guests.

Fixed issue MOMO-31841 Resolved an issue where the ScanClient application
could remain in emergency mode for a few minutes
after a device restart.
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Fixed issue MOMO-31836 Serialized modification/anonymization requests of
auditing data into the data store to process them in a
future version (>2022.4).

Fixed issue MOMO-31794 Resolved an issue affecting the download of large
report files.

Fixed issue MOMO-31374 Added manual page size settings for short-edge feed
when scanning with new Secure Print & Scan UI.

Fixed issue MOMO-30912 Fixed scanning page size names in advanced scan
settings.

Fixed issue MOMO-30768 Fix color reading in print jobs when printing black and
white jobs from smartclient.

Fixed issue MOMO-30764 Fixed informational messages displayed for
subscriptions cancelled after trial

Fixed issue MOMO-30762 Resolved a rare issue that could cause Microsoft
Universal Print jobs to lose their finishing options.

Fixed issue MOMO-30092 The toast notification displayed after successful card
registration is auto-closed after 5 seconds if the user
does not close it manually.

Fixed issue MOMO-29974 Local Server Agent logging was changed to make
better use of event levels.

Fixed issue MOMO-29782 Fixed an incorrect double-click behavior in the Billing
Reports list

Fixed issue MOMO-29745 The message displayed upon opening the print job
progress queue now shows an empty job list if the
print queue is empty, e. g., because the print jobs
were processed in the meantime.

Fixed issue MOMO-29539 Improved the MomClient to allow the user to enable
Eco Staple independent of the number of pages of
the print job.
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